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2. For many organizations, outdated legacy

systems can be an inhibitor to digital

transformation. How can this obstacle be

overcome when looking to integrate new

mobile technologies? 

“Legacy” vs. “New” is a bit of a false dichotomy

in terms of digital transformation. Rather, the

important view is whether “legacy” systems are

serving a core purpose and whether the data

from those systems can be effectively secured

and transferred to other systems. If they can be

supported by managing data entry, identity,

and, gateways, then it doesn’t matter if the

system is 50 years old or not since the data can

be brought back into a more modern database,

the cloud, or mobile devices. If not, businesses

need to face up to the fact that their outdated

technology is preventing them from pursuing

basic operations.  

Ahead of the Enterprise Mobility

Transformation Exchange in Georgia (July, 9-

10), we interviewed keynote speaker Hyoun

Park, CEO and Principal Analyst at Amalgam

Insights. 

1. What are the implications of GDPR for

enterprise mobility strategies? 

GDPR requires permission not only for direct

personal data, but also for location, IP address,

and other identifying characteristics. Because

of this, enterprise mobility now needs to

support granular opt-in policies for employees

and other corporate stakeholders. One of the

trickiest aspects of this is in supporting the

“right to be forgotten” as enterprise mobility

will also need to delete personal information

on request. This also requires enterprise

mobility organizations to more directly define

corporate vs. personal information, if that

delineation has not been strictly defined yet. 
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3. To what extent is IoT impacting mobility strategies? 

IoT is really a wide variety of technologies ranging from

disposable, short-range sensors to cellular devices not too

dissimilar to smartphones to microwave, Bluetooth,

satellite, RADAR, LIDAR, infrared, and other sensors. The

similarities are in the challenges of managing the location,

cost, upkeep, security, and ownership of each sensor and

device. However, the differences in connectivity, business

use cases, purchasing patterns, and Line-of-Business

purchasing patterns for IoT mean that mobile managers

must start becoming much more proactively aligned to

business investments. Mobility managers who do so will be

elevated to more strategic roles while those who do not

risk obsolescence as their roles are increasingly automated

or pushed to general accounting and operations clerks. 

4. What steps are the highest priorities for senior leaders

looking to become ‘smart’ and fully automated? 

Automation starts process documentation, workflow

modeling, and worker guidance to ensure that all relevant

outcomes are accounted for. Too often, senior leaders look

for a technology or app to solve business issues and get

driven towards a path of investing in an industry-specific

technology that is tailor made for a specific type of

workflow or process. And then the leaders drive process

change based on the technology, which in effect models

the business based on the automation software, hardware

appliance, or cloud services. But to remain agile and

flexible, businesses must avoid this key issue  
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